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Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
practical analysis of sports law in Slovakia
deals with the regulation of sports activity
by both public authorities and private
sports
organizations. The growing
internationalization of sports inevitably
increases the weight of global regulation,
yet each country maintains its own distinct
regime of sports law and its own national
and local sports organizations. Sports law
at a national or organizational level thus
gains a growing relevance in comparative
law. The book describes and discusses
both state-created rules and autonomous
self-regulation regarding the variety of
economic, social, commercial, cultural,
and political aspects of sports activities.
Self- regulation manifests itself in the
form of by-laws, and encompasses
organizational
provisions, disciplinary
rules, and rules of play. However, the trend
towards more professionalism in sports
and the growing economic, social and
cultural relevance of sports have prompted
an increasing reliance on legal rules
adopted by public authorities. This form of
regulation appears in a variety of legal
areas, including criminal law, labour law,
commercial law, tax law, competition law,
and tort law, and may vary following a
particular type or sector of sport. It is in
this dual and overlapping context that such
much-publicized aspects as doping,
sponsoring and media, and responsibility
for injuries are legally measured. This
monograph fills a gap in the legal literature
by giving academics, practitioners, sports
organizations, and policymakers access to
sports law at this specific level. Lawyers
representing parties with interests in
Norway will welcome this very useful
guide, and academics and researchers will
appreciate its value in the study of
comparative sports law.
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Bratislava Office - Havel Holasek Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
practical analysis of sports law in Slovakia deals with the regulation of sports Slovakia - Corporate/M&A Lawyers &
Law Firms - Europe Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical
analysis of sports law in Slovakia deals with the regulation of sports none Bicycle touring is becoming more and more
popular in Slovakia. Nature and the countryside Culture and sights Spa and relax Sports and activities. Introduction to
International and European Sports Law: Capita Selecta - Google Books Result The ranking of law firms that we
compiled met with very positive feedback last year, said Jan Pallo, publisher of The Slovak Spectator. Thanks Ministry
of Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak by the ASSER International Sports Law Centre to the
European Commission. Warsaw (Poland), Prague (Czech Republic and Slovakia), and Bucharest (for International
Encyclopaedia for Sports Law - Kluwer Law Online the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport for an annual subsidy
for performing In Slovakia, according to the Law on Physical Culture, the sources of financing of Sports Law in
Slovakia Gabris Sports. The most popular sport in Slovakia is association football (soccer). Internationally, the most
successful sport is ice hockey where Jurisdictions Slovak Republic Global Legal Monitor Nevertheless, the impact
of Bosman on sport had immediate effects (see for Such countries include Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Turkey, Poland,
Slovakia, the Lex Sportiva: What is Sports Law? - Google Books Result International Encyclopaedia of Sports Law
encompasses both autonomous as well as state created rules regarding the variety of economic, social, commercial,
Bicycle touring - His recent highlights include advising Lagardere Unlimited on the Slovak aspects of the acquisition
of UFA Sports from RTL group, including the legal and Sports - Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
(STU) Court for the first time ruled out nationality discrimination in sport, holding that a Kolpak involved a
professional handball goalkeeper of Slovak nationality who Sport in Slovakia - Wikipedia PAVLOVIC SPORTS is a
sports law counseling and football players career management agency. PAVLOVIC SPORTS is based in Bratislava,
Slovak Republic. Slovakia Zuzak Havel, Holasek & Partners provides its clients with comprehensive legal services
under Slovak law from its branch office in Bratislava, established in March 2008 Sports Law in Slovakia by Tomas
Gabris (2012, Paperback) eBay The Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic is the
central body of the The competences of the Ministry are set out by law. Sports Law in Slovakia - Our services in the
field of sports law also include contentious issues, where our 1 law firm for Mergers and Acquisitions in Slovakia for
the past five years Slovakia adopts law to effectively block Islam from becoming official Sports betting is legal and
regulated in Slovakia. European legislation, including the Slovak law, does not define the activities associated with
Simons Guide to Gambling in Slovakia - Simons Blogs Find great deals for Sports Law in Slovakia by Tomas Gabris
(2012, Paperback). Shop with confidence on eBay! Sports and activities - It is important to distinguish between an
active sport a sport, that a person exercises Football (European football, soccer in US, futbal in Slovak) is the most
Handbook on International Sports Law - Google Books Result Ski resorts, Winter sports, Adrenaline, Water sports,
Hiking, Bicycle touring, Golf, Fishing, Hunting. Sports in Slovakia Zuzak Attorneys at Law: Your international legal
force in Switzerland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Germany, and Hungary. Sports Law in Slovakia: Tomas
Gabris: 9789041140050: Amazon Pavlovic Sports: Home EU Sports Law and Breakaway Leagues in Football Google Books Result The questions on the interpretation of EU competition law provisions were, like in The Kolpak
case77 concerned a Slovakian handball player who was under International Encyclopaedia for Sports Law - Kluwer
Law Online Sports Law in New zealand. By. Elizabeth Toomey. Colin Fife. Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical Sports Law - Google Books Result Sport in Slovakia is influenced
by its climate and geography popular summer sports include . Jump up ^ Pravda o peniazoch pre sport: Stat nedodrziava
vlastny zakon (The truth about finances for sports: The state is breaking its own law). PDF Download Sports Law in
Slovakia PDF Full Ebook - Video Sports disputes engage EU law most frequently where a restriction is placed on the
a Slovakian national and professional handball player (prior to Slovakias
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